
Discussion and Activity Guide – Grades 1 to 6 

AT HOME, OUTSIDE 
By Valerie Ingram and Alistair Schroff, Illustrated by Amanda Moeckel

Why Humane Education?  
It benefits animals, kids, their families, and the whole  
community! Humane education builds empathy. It helps  
prevent bullying, cruelty, and abuse.

Humane education encourages responsibility  
and kindness to all living things.

Why Animal Picture Books and Stories?  
Stories featuring animals capture children’s attention,  
imagination, and emotions. Stories like this one celebrate  
the human-animal bond, but at the same time nurture  
all caring relationships. These stories inspire children  
to make the world a better, kinder place for all.

The book and guide meet many curriculum  
requirements including critical thinking,  
social awareness and responsibility. 
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ABOUT THE BOOK: 
At Home, Outside is a rhyming picture book about a girl who helps take care of a community  
cat colony. She teaches the reader about the community cats, and invites them to follow her  
and her favourite cat through the “Trap – Neuter – Return” (TNR) process. As with our other  
community cat book Nobody’s Cats, the language is simple but the concepts are complex. The  
book can be used for grades 1 to 6.

KEY CONCEPTS:

p

 Outdoor, unowned cats - community cats – have different stories of “how they got   
 there”, different personalities, and need different types of help.

p

 With our help, community cats can be happy and healthy in their outdoor home.

p

 The best way we can help community cats is through Trap-Neuter-Return projects.

p

 Children can take an active role in helping to solve problems in the community.

QUESTIONS TO BUILD UNDERSTANDING: 
Note: With each question asked, allow children a few moments to think before they respond.

Before you begin reading, show the cover, read the title, and ask the children:
1   What do you think this book will be about based on the picture and title?
2   Write the words “Community Cats” on the board. Ask the children what they think it means.
3   What is “community”? Who is in your community? Are animals part of your community?
4   What does it mean to care about something or someone? What do you care about?  

Who do you care about?
5   How does caring about animals help your community? How does caring about community  

cats help your community?

During the story, pause to ask questions:
1   Where do community cats come from?
2   Why are there so many community cats?
3   Look carefully at the cats’ bodies (posture, ears, eyes, tails).  

How do you know when they are happy? When they are scared?
4   How does the girl show kindness to these community cats?
5   Do you think the girl is sad because she cannot pet the cats?

Things to think about and discuss after you read the book:
1   What is a feral cat? What does a feral cat need to be safe, happy and healthy?  

How are the needs of a feral cat different from an indoor pet cat? 
2   How do dogs and cats become lost or abandoned?  

What can be done to prevent this from happening?
3   What is life like for a cat who doesn’t have someone to care for them?
4   Why does the vet snip off the tip of the cat’s ear while they’re asleep for their  

spay / neuter surgery?
5   Do you think that cats remember people they have known and places they have been? Why?
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MORE LEARNING FUN! ACTIVITIES FOR REINFORCEMENT OF CONCEPTS: 
1   A Better World Dream Quilt 

The child will take a piece of paper and write across the top: “To make the world a better place 
I will...”. They will finish the statement by writing their answer on the bottom of the page along 
with a drawing that represents their action to bring about a kinder and better world. This can 
be a standalone piece of artwork, or if done as a class or family project the squares can be put 
together as a “Better World Dream Quilt” and displayed where it can be an inspiration. 

2   Give the child the following instructions: 
Imagine you are a community cat. What might your life be like? What do you do in a day? Write 
and/or draw a story about your life. Here are some questions to help guide you:

  What can you see, hear or smell?
  What do you like to do?
  What makes you happy?
  What makes you frightened?
  Who are your friends and family? 

3   Taking action to help community cats! Here are some ideas:

 a. Gather cat supplies for your local shelter or rescue group.
 b. Hold a bake sale or lemonade stand to raise funds to support TNR.
 c. Help make easy and inexpensive shelters for community cats. You can find many ideas on  

 the internet including some made from foam coolers and plastic storage totes!
 d. Share what you have learned about community cats with others. Make posters with pictures  

 of community cats that say “Trap-Neuter-Return WORKS”. Add the web site of your local   
 community cat group or neighborhoodcats.org or alleycat.org where people can learn more.

4   Check out the fun BONUS activities at the end of the guide!

WAIT – THERE’S EVEN MORE! ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 
Our Free Resources – available for download on lakesanimalfriendship.ca/resources:
• “How I Love and Care for My Happy Community Cat” (Colouring / Activity Book)
• “My First Cat & Dog Activity Book” 
• “Living with Cats & Dogs Activity Book” 

Other Recommended Resources:
• “Nobody’s Cats” by Valerie Ingram and Alistair Schroff (available for order on  

lakesanimalfriendship.ca/resources)
• “It’s Raining Cats & Cats” by Jeanne Prevost
• “The Cats on my Block” by Valerie Sicignano
• “Rescue Kitty” by Brenda Fiorini
• “A Cat Like That” by Wendy Wahman
• Gryphon Press Reading List thegryphonpress.com
• Red Rover Recommended Reading redrover.org/resource/books/
• BC SPCA Teaching Resources spca.bc.ca/programs-services/leaders-in-our-field/professional- 

resources/for-teachers/

http://www.lakesanimalfriendship.ca/resources
http://www.lakesanimalfriendship.ca/resources
http://www.thegryphonpress.com
http://www.thegryphonpress.com
https://spca.bc.ca/programs-services/leaders-in-our-field/professional-resources/for-teachers/
https://spca.bc.ca/programs-services/leaders-in-our-field/professional-resources/for-teachers/
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CURRICULUM LINKS (www.curriculum.gov.bc.ca):

Critical and Reflective Thinking Questioning and Investigating

Reflecting and Assessing

Social Awareness and Responsibility Building Relationships

Contributing to Community and Caring for the Environment

Curricular Competencies

English Language Arts

Comprehension and Connection • Access and integrate information and ideas from a variety of sources 
and from prior knowledge to build understanding.

• Use a variety of comprehension strategies before, during, and after the 
reading, listening, or viewing to deepen understanding of text.

• Use personal experience and knowledge to connect to text and develop 
understanding of self, community, and the world.

Creation and Communication • Exchange ideas and perspectives to build shared understanding.
• Identify, organize, and present ideas in a variety of forms.

Social Studies

Evidence • Ask questions, make inferences, and draw conclusions about the  
content and features of different types of sources.

Cause and Consequence • Recognize causes and consequences of events, decisions, and developments.

Ethical Judgement • Identify fair and unfair aspects of events, decisions, or actions in their 
lives and consider appropriate courses of action.

Physical and Health Education

Healthy and Active Living • Identify and describe factors that influence healthy choices.

Social and Community Health • Describe and apply strategies that promote a safe and caring  
environment.

Core Competencies

Enjoy this book? Check out the other books in the Kindness Collection!

(2 Books in 1!)

http://www.curriculum.gov.bc.ca
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1. Vet Care  2. Play  3. Food and Water  4. Cozy Bed  5. Love

Community
Cat

including the community cats in your neighbourhood! 
Keep these promises, and keep the animals happy, 
healthy and safe. 

Five Promises
To the Animals In My Life
I PROMISE to give you fresh water 
and good food every day
so you are never thirsty or hungry.

I PROMISE to give you a safe space
so you are comfortable and have a place to rest.

I PROMISE to take care of your health
so you are not sick or in pain.

I PROMISE to let you do the things 
that make you happy
so you are not lonely or bored.

I PROMISE to protect and look after you
so you are never sad, scared or hurting.

___________________________________
Sign your name here

Colour this community cat bookmark and cut along 
the dotted line. It is “purrfect” for marking your 
place in this or any other book!

What I Need
Here are five promises to all the animals in your life –

1.

2. 3.

Community
Cat
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so you are not sick or in pain.

I PROMISE to let you do the things 
that make you happy
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I PROMISE to protect and look after you
so you are never sad, scared or hurting.
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What I Need
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Community
Cat

including the community cats in your neighbourhood! 
Keep these promises, and keep the animals happy, 
healthy and safe. 

Five Promises
To the Animals In My Life
I PROMISE to give you fresh water 
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so you are never thirsty or hungry.

I PROMISE to give you a safe space
so you are comfortable and have a place to rest.

I PROMISE to take care of your health
so you are not sick or in pain.

I PROMISE to let you do the things 
that make you happy
so you are not lonely or bored.

I PROMISE to protect and look after you
so you are never sad, scared or hurting.

___________________________________
Sign your name here
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What I Need
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including the community cats in your neighbourhood! 
Keep these promises, and keep the animals happy, 
healthy and safe. 

Five Promises
To the Animals In My Life
I PROMISE to give you fresh water 
and good food every day
so you are never thirsty or hungry.

I PROMISE to give you a safe space
so you are comfortable and have a place to rest.

I PROMISE to take care of your health
so you are not sick or in pain.

I PROMISE to let you do the things 
that make you happy
so you are not lonely or bored.

I PROMISE to protect and look after you
so you are never sad, scared or hurting.

___________________________________
Sign your name here

Colour this community cat bookmark and cut along 
the dotted line. It is “purrfect” for marking your 
place in this or any other book!

What I Need
Here are five promises to all the animals in your life –

5.

Community Cat Needs

Label the five needs.

How are the needs of a community cat the same as your needs?
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Be a Cat Champion
Find the 12 community cats and colour them. Fill their food and water bowls! 

Draw one more cat for this colony.
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                Community cats here
            Community cats there
                 What can you do
              To show them you care?

               You can give them _ _ _ _
            And _ _ _ _ _, fresh and clean
                Make this a part  
       Of your daily routine!

      Give the cats a comfy _ _ _ _ _
           And a cozy _ _ _
         Then it won’t matter
       If there’s rain overhead

     Take them to the vet
    For a _ _ _ _ _ _ or a _ _ _ _  
   Don’t forget the “ear tip”
   and with their _ _ _ _ _ _ they’ll stay

   Community cats need _ _ _ _
    Just like we all do
      Making their lives better
        Is up to me and YOU!

Word  
List: 
spay
love
neuter
family
house
food
bed
water

Use the word list 
to complete the 
community cat poem.

d
a

s
e

n p
l

e

Purr-fect Poetry
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30

Abandoned Family of Cats!
Breed all about it!

Cats that you see in the bush are not wild animals. They may be abandoned, stray, 
or feral cats. Abandoned cats are left behind by the family they love. Stray    

cats had a home but are lost. Feral cats have lived so long outside that they’ve 
become scared of humans. All these cats are community cats. They need us.

Community cats need our help and should be treated with kindness 
and respect. Write a story about how you can help cats in your community.

 

Abandoned Family of Cats
What’s their story?

30

Abandoned Family of Cats!
Breed all about it!

Cats that you see in the bush are not wild animals. They may be abandoned, stray, 
or feral cats. Abandoned cats are left behind by the family they love. Stray    

cats had a home but are lost. Feral cats have lived so long outside that they’ve 
become scared of humans. All these cats are community cats. They need us.

Community cats need our help and should be treated with kindness 
and respect. Write a story about how you can help cats in your community.

 

From a sad beginning to a happy ending, write about this family of community cats.  
Think about what you have learned about helping community cats.  

Use this page to plan your story. Then write it out in your notebook!

Setting (Where?) Characters (Who?)

What Happens, How and Why?

Beginning Middle End

Colour the cats, and cut out the cards along the dotted lines.

You can play CATcentration by yourself or with a friend.
Place the cards face down and mix them up.

Flip two cards over - if they are a “purrfect” match, that’s a point! 
If they don’t match, try to remember the cards and flip them back over.

Then it is the next person’s turn to flip two cards. Have fun!
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Like dogs, cats use their whole bodies to tell us how they are feeling.

Use the “cat clues” and respect when a cat is saying “please leave me alone”.   
Here are some warning signs and what the cat may be feeling:

• Ears – flat against head = angry or scared.

• Eyes – open wide = scared, or narrow = angry.

• Mouth – hissing and showing teeth = angry.

• Fur – puffed up fur on back and tail = scared.

• Tail – flicking = angry or worried.   

• Body – low to the ground = worried, or standing tall with 
back curved up in the air = scared.  If the cat is moving 
away from you give them space.

A cat who tries to bite or scratch isn’t being mean or bad.  They don’t want to bite 
or scratch.  They may just be scared, hurt or trying to protect something they love 
– like their family. 

Use your new skills at reading cat clues to help you with the activities on the 
following pages.

Feline Feelings!
What is Your Cat Saying?

Do you like it when someone tries to pull your hair or poke or tease you?  Neither 
does your pet. If you crowd your pet, or lean over them, or try and hug and kiss 
them, they might feel trapped and scared.  You could get bitten or scratched. 
Remember – be gentle, move slowly and speak softly.    
If the dog or cat stays close to you and “leans in” for more, that is a happy sign! 

13

How are these cats feeling?

Relaxed

Scared

Angry

Happy

Worried

1. _____________

4. _____________

5. _____________

2. _____________

3. _____________

1. Happy  2. Worried  3. Angry  4.Scared  5. Relaxed

Which of these cats are saying “please leave me alone”?

CATcentration
Colour the cats, and cut out the cards along the dotted lines.
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CATcentration CATcentration CATcentration CATcentration

CATcentration CATcentration CATcentration CATcentration

CATcentration CATcentration CATcentration CATcentration

CATcentration
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Fold Forward

Fold Backw
ardA B

Glue to A

Glue to B

Pop-Up Community Cat Kindness Card
Colour the cat face and 
paws. Then cut, fold and 
glue the pieces together.

Write a message of kindness 
on your card. Give it to  
someone you care about! 

%

%
Fold and glue tabs A & B. Fold face toward paws, and crease down the middle to close the card.
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